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STATE 224790

64

ORIGIN SS-25

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 SSO-00 NSCE-00 /026 R

DRAFTED BY EA/ROC: BLEVIN
APPROVED BY EA: AWHUMMEL
EA - OVARSTRONG
S/P - MR. KALICKI (SUBSTANCE)
OES/NET - MR. KRATERZ
PM/PO - MR. NOSENZO
S/S - RGAMBLE

O 110000Z SEP 76
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO EMBASSY TAIPEI IMMEDIATE

S E C R E T STATE 224790

EXDIS

E.O. 11652: GDS

TAGS: PFOR, MNUC, TW

SUBJECT: DEMARCHE ON ROC’S NUCLEAR INTENTIONS

REF: A) STATE 219733, B) TAIPEI 6100

1. WE ASSUME THAT IN PROMISED MEETING TO CONVEY OFFICIAL RESPONSE TO OUR DEMARCHE ON ROC’S NUCLEAR INTENTIONS (REF B) PONMIN SHEN WILL REITERATE ASSURANCES THAT ROC WILL NOT DEVELOP NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND WILL NOT SEEK TO ACQUIRE A NATIONAL REPROCESSING FACILITY. IN THAT EVENT YOU SHOULD REFRAIN FROM EXPRESSING SATISFACTION WITH SUCH ASSURANCES AND MERELY STATE THAT YOU WILL REPORT ROC’S POSITION TO YOUR GOVERNMENT. FYI BECAUSE OF OUR CONTINUING CONCERN OVER REPORTED SECRET REPROCESSING AND POSSIBILITY THAT WE MAY APPROACH ROC ON THIS ISSUE, WE DO NOT WISH TO CONVEY IMPRESSION THAT MATTER IS CLOSED WITH ROC RESPONSE TO OUR DEMARCHE.
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2. SHOULD SHEN IN RESPONDING TO DEMARCHE REFER TO ROC'S CONTINUED INTEREST IN GOING AHEAD WITH REPROCESSING LABORATORY, YOU SHOULD AVOID A FORTHCOMING RESPONSE AND NOTE THAT THE USG IS CONSIDERING ITS ATTITUDE TOWARD THE OPERATION OF THIS LABORATORY., KISSINGER
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